Source/Sink mapping handling procedures for OASIS cutover.

SPP has created a translation table to revise any source/sink of greater than 14 characters. The translation process is used on a TSR that is active in the current Areva SPP OASIS after June 24, 2009 with a status of STUDY or CONFIRMED. This translation table will be used by SPP and OATI to programmatically replace a source/sink that would otherwise automatically change upon data migration due to the 14 character limitation of the OATI webOASIS system. This method will allow SPP and OATI to control the source/sink change by replacing the invalid source/sinks with an acceptable alternate, instead of the webOASIS system automatically truncating all characters past the limit during the initial data migration. SPP has contacted all customers of affected TSRs to coordinate the replacement of source/sinks. If you have any questions, please contact Clint Savoy at 501-614-3590.